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b/w MADNESS IS ALL IN THE MIND 
7” Buy 169 
Limited Edition Picture Disc P Buy 169. 
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Over five hundred prizes to be won in 

THE GREAT HI-FI HANDOUT 
Vote for your favourite DJ and win one of fifteen Sony Walkmans or 

one of five hundred free cassettes. 

500 C-60 blank cassettes. 
in the radio industry gather to present their own version of the 

, ling from Best Radio Play to Best Documentary and this time 
of Smash Hits, are being asked to decide who you'd like to see walking off i 

me nonours in two very important classes, namely Best National DJ and Best Local DJ. 
For the first time this year these awards are being promoted by the hi-fi people Sony and, as an at 

incentive for you to place your vote, they're offering literally thousands of pounds worth of listenino i 
as prizes in this special Radio Poll Competition, forf- ’-"---" ‘ 
worth £100, plus an all-expenses paid trip to the awt 
be Walkman DD's (with disc drivel, worth £80 each i 
more fortunate folk get Walkman 4's (worth 501. Yot 
people will qualify for a C-60 blank cassette. 
What do you have to do? Here it is, step by step. 

blowing radio songs was re 
"Video Killed The Radio Star"; cl "On My Radio"? 
4. Dream up a new brand name for a Sony personal hi-fi. We've already had The Stowaway and The 

over the idea of a small portable music machine. Something like Leg-a-phone or Soundtrek or Hip 

id this coupon (in an envelope) to Sony 
. ..Jio Poll, Smash Hits, 52-55 Carnaby Street, 
London W1V1PF. . 
- “ - J 







FISH 
(Marillion) 
1. PINK FLOYD: The Wall 
(Harvest) An intricate 

Blueprint and guideline for 
avs. TheLambLieg 

Bowie plays a shark. That is. as 

7. THE TEARDROP 
EXPLODES: Kilimanjaro 
(Mercury) Tripping the light 

8. THE DOORS: The Doors 
(Electra) The embryo that grew 









Buy two singles and 
you’ll have 50p up your sleeve. 

Buy any two standard 1" singles 
from W. H. Smith and you’ll save 50p on 
our normal prices. 

Choose any pair from chart singles, 
new releases, back catalogue and golden 
oldies. And then you’ll have 50p up your 
sleeve to add to your collection. 
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THE CHINESE WAY 
There’s two sides to the China Crisis story Ore’s called Gary; the other’s Eddie 

Actually there’s a third side, the bbke who wrote it: Neil Tennant. 

Scenic snaps: Mark Rusher. 



I don't think adults go round 
j up bus shelters, do they? Ou 



JUST WHEN YOU 
THOUGHT IT WAS SAFE 

TO GO SHOPPING 
Thompson luins-Quicfc 5tep and £ide Kick'. 

Inclucteslove On yburStde” 
“Ues’,'“wfe4re Detectives” 
an4 “Teats’.' 



Intrepid fans shuffle past a regiment of 
niggly security men and into the 
Hammersmith Odeon. On stage a whole 
troupe of comperes bounce on and off 
stage shouting "hey" and "ho", 
announcing that Michael Jackson's in the 
audience tonight and introducing 
everything in sight. 

This is the "Total Experience" tour, here 
to launch a new black label founded by 
Gap Band manager and producer Lonnie 
Simmons. Yarbrough and Peoples and the 
Gap Band are going to appear later, but 
the evening opens with a brief set from a 
chap called Robert "Goodie" Whitfield. He 
sings, plays keyboards, clowns arour 

The atmosphere's a bit warmer as 
Yarbrough And Peoples take the stage. 
"We came all the way from the United 
States to party here with you tonight!" 
they cry, and launch into their 
death-defying hit "Don't Stop The Music" 
Soon they've got the audience singing 

But meanwhile, deep in the i 
bowels of the Odeon, all is not wei 
Somebody has got the Gap Band': 

•ky 

DON’T 
STOP 

te human being would be se 

More fans shuffle in. So do more 
celebrities. Also in the audience now are 
Paul Weller, Leee John and Errol Kennedy THE 

MUSIC 
trousers mixed up. In their dressii _ 
Charlie — one of the three Wilson brothers 
who are the nucleus of the Gaps — holds 
up a silvery sequinned pair of strides that 

DAVE RIMMER GETS DEEPLY 
INVOLVED IN A TOTAL 

EXPERIENCE WITH THE GAP 
BAND, YARBROUGH & PEOPLES 

AND SOME CHAP CALLED 
GOODIE. 

"These aren't my shingles!" he exclaims 
disgustedly. "These are Robert's." He 
throws them down. Lying about the place 
_ . _, boots and jackets. 

Back on stage, Yarbrough And Peoples 
are launching into what — if there's any 
justice in the world — will be their second 
hit single, the excellent "Heartbeats". The 

te shares with Yarbrough 

boy!" _ 
Despite having found the audience 

"cold", this trio are in high spirits. No 
trouser troubles here. Peoples declares 
her ambition while in England is to sam| 
some Shepherd's Pie. Yarbrough had 

and he lo 

Band flounce on stage — all sixteen of 
them — in spangly combat gear instead. 
There follow ninety minutes of dry ice, 
hard funk, natty dance routines, soulful 
ballads, community singing, acrobatic 
body-popping, hot hits, cool posture!. 
more community singing and endless 
assurances that we're a "wonderful" 
audience. You can't lose with that lot, 

On the final note of the encore, 
body-popper Baby Joe does a back-flif 
his feet hit the stage, the music stops, 
lights go out and fireworks explode. 
Goodnight London. 

"I'd like to thank you all 

o 



< Genetic Engineering > 
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK 

The new single produced by 

Rhett Davies for E.G. Management Ltd. 

and Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark 

Available as 7"-VS 527 & 12"-VS 527-12. 
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ARTIST: Pat Benatar TITLE: Heartbrea 
LABEL: Chrysalis YEAR: 1979 
REQUESTED BY: Mick Stead, Beeston 









BONNIE TYLER: Total 
Eclipse Of The Heart (CBS) 

ggfrm Steinman. who wrote this, 
gifeesn't write songs — he writes 

minute operas. This is an 
•pie tearjerker very much in his 
SMI Loaf vein but one which 
Suggests that the combination of 
the Welsh gal's gutsy voice and 

^qSpgg&steen's E Street Band is a 

SINGLES 
ic£rkiric£rk 

_ndon) After the brilliant 
"Ceiling", this is rotten. Neil 
Arthur puts on his Martin Fry 
tuxedo, dives head-first into the 
ea of strings... and drowns. 

Hopefully, it'll be bands like the 
stunning JoBoxers who will blow 
all the pouting pretties back 
whence they came. No synths, no 

ORCHESTRAL 
MANOEUVRES IN THE 

been affected by their year off. 

behalf of all those created, 
innocent bambinos and when 

great tune, even your 
goosebumps get goosebumps. 

_ise deep and meaningful 
voices — as Matt Johnson has — 
and can spin a good yarn, you 
shouldn't call yourself something 

LALA: Joli Fille d' 
(Charisma) Thought 1- 
Bertrand was dotty? Well, mes 
enfants, this Lala bloke really is 
a bottle of crisps. My friendly 
interpreter tells me that he's 
singing about how he's a pretty 
girl from Algeria. Does his 
mamcm know about this? 
HONEY BANE: Dizzy 
Dreamers (EMI) A chance 
wasted. A great, catchy song 
about the fabness of shaking 
your booty down the disco but 
Honey blows it all by being far 
too coy about delivering the 

ANNABEL LAMB: Once 
Bitten (A&M) Hey. this is really 
snazzy. A pertinent ditty about 
how all the nice girls end up with 
broken hearts, Ms. Lamb has 
come up with something a bit 
special. Walking jazz bass, 
fingerpops and a soaring 
trumpet solo, this oozes with 
late-night cool. 
AUSTRALIAN CRAWL: 
Downhearted (EMI) More 
munchers of vegemite sarnies 
out to convince the world that 
there's more to the Antipodes 
than billabongs and Ned Kelly. 

MATCHBOX (FEATURING 
KIRSTY MacCOLL): I Want 
Out (Magnet) There's not many 
rock 'n' roll acts who are worse 
than Shakin' Stevens but here's 
one. Nevertheless, this is saved 
by a real rootsy-tootsy vocal from 
Kirsty who once had a hit about a 
chippy or something. 

GENE OCTOBER: Suffering 
In The Land (Illegal) Unless 
you're Kevin Rowland, you can't 

ONE THE JUGGLER: 
Passion Killer (Regard) 
Quite a powerful introduction to 
the Juggles, a band of silly 
names and far sillier trousers. 
Loads of power chords and loud 
brassy bits but ultimately spoilt 
by a hideous Bowie-type vocal. 

Letzneout (Mercury) From the 
outfit that broke the language 
barrier with their Torremolinos 
Trembler, "Da Da Da", comes 

ourp in unison I get visions of Big 
John Wayne ridin' out cross the 
canyon. When they don't, all I 
see are a hundred disco dancers 

Never Too Much (Epic) 
Blessed with a simply beautiful 
voice, old Luther reaches the 

singers only fantasise about. 

after that candlelit dinner fc. 
two. No such luck — it'll have to 
be JoBoxers to the washing up... 

MADNESS: Tomorrow's Just 
Another Day (Stiff) Brilliantly 
produced and poignant in a 
French sort of way 
(accordion-player-in-beret- 
outside-cafe) but there's 
something highly suspicious 
about the tune of the chorus... Of 
course! It's a direct pinch from 
the Move's '60s smash. 
"Blackberry Way". Suggs, yc 

you give them to play with. 
American west-coast bands 
always end up sounding like the 
Doors. Getting played on 
Mexican Radio is, apparently, no 
big deal but then beggars can't 
be choosers can they? 

bubbly guitar aidinc 





VeKFexT' 
Available on both7 (EPCA 3119) 

and Extended Mix 12 (EPCA 133119) 
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TUNNEL OF LOVE 

Pete 
Shelley 

• Telephone Operator 

Special Limited Edition 12" Single 

For The Price Of A 7" 
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LEND AN EAR 
PIGBAG:Lendan Ear. 

LEND AN EAR 



ionic cassette player 
with a Panasonic mini 
3 that, like Siobhan's, 
out of its loudspeaker 

base. "Great to carry around 





And you can take them with you... 

E£ 

JVC CX-5000 GB TV/Radio. Cassette: 
£299.00 (George) 

A brief breakdown of what they're called and the 
lecommended Retail Prices at the time of Drintinc 



that have been set aside for a very special 
reason: they're autographed by the band and 
they're being given away FREE to the winners of 
the following competition. 

Wrestle with the question below (v. hard), jot 
the answer on a card, along with your name and 
address, and send it to Smash Hits Haysi 
Fantayzee Competition, 14 Holkham Road, 
Orton Southgate, Peterborough PC2 OUF by 
March 3. The first 50 cards bearing right 
answers will win an extremely bumper package. 

Here's the question: Aside from Kate and 
Jeremiah, there's a third member of Haysi 
Fantayzee. 

What's their name? a) Paul Humphreys; 
b) Melissa Caplan; c) Paul Caplan? 

CE , tRIL 
Li E 

Nature 
BoY 
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MERRICK & TIBBS 

4, </ 
c , ALLOFTHE WILD 

THEIR FIRST SINGLE £5gn 

Available on 7"plus 12"extended version. Both in picture bags. 1 



Kajagoogoo. that is. They rel 
a single which is OK and she 

fsssaz of people rush out to 
buy it. I wonder why. Do you 
think it has anything to do with 

ere Duran Duran fans who dote 

And the people who spend 

the first ones to tell you that the 

importance. So why bring the 
subject up in the first place? 

These days, the way a band 

important, as people are more 

who look the part than some 
boring scruffs who couldn't give 
a damn how they look. And I 
don't think that's a bad thing. 

Kam criticising 

Depressed Koala Bear From 
Down Under. Barnet. 
For a "Progressive Rock Band", 
U2 have some very old and 
boring attitudes to today's musk 

N?ckVRhSdes may be° ° 

Do you notice the similarity 
between Kajagoogoo and Duran 
Duran? Strong chorus. Weak 
lyrics. Wimpy. 
Lil. Boreham Wood. 
Aren't they absolutely gorgeous? 

■ecles lyrics to "Too Shy" at 
lades of Baz?). 
Man, I could really feel th 

and quality se 
I in aforementi< 

_igine my astoni 
the link with Duran Duran. 

hear the panel, headed by the 
infamous Mark Ellen, slag off 
Kajagoogoo on the grounds that 
they were "fashionable". It 

enters 
standing up 
wearing make-up, who's 
wearing shabby jeans". What the 
hell has wearing shabby jeans 
got to do with it? 

U2 have made it big and 
congratulations to them, but if 
there is such a great demand for 

they not made it before now? 
They're now getting the 

famous Flavour Of The Month 
treatment that Culture Club, 

"know it all" stuff before from 
Kevin Rowland, without the 
whole of U2 joining in. Take a 
hint. lads. Your so-called "clean 
cut" image works against your 
music, certainly not for it. Surely 
a good group should not have to 
—the fashion changedl 

'’s. Newry. 

Hey!!! I MUST thank you for that 

; probably one of the 
ingly brilliant 

_in printing you've 
made since the last U2 article (I 
even remember THAT!). Anyway, 
more. MORE! 

I'll tell you something else as 
well. Looking through the Letters 

across^ne^rom Paiii^ews^I 

i to shave off their 

Strawberry Switchblade. 

I think it's a right: 
Nick Heyward's le left Haircut One 

songs of anger don't encourage 
action — if they did. they'd be 
banned, wouldn't they? And most 
of these "radical" singers have 
lined their pockets quite nicely. 

possessions", yet he wasn't short 

i Pop music is a drug we must 

* United will get promoted, tt 
significance of astrology etc. 
Your magazine is a lackey of the 
capitalist system and a servant 
of bourgeois imperialism. Up the 
revolution! If you want to be 
revolting like me. send all 
donations of £100 and over to: 
Denis Thatcher's Hip Flask. 

autceSS with his solo COirct uuu 
the same to the NEW Haircut One what "I°uLd S?‘ if you 
Hundred and hope they continue crossed £. T. with Kevin 
to make great records in 1983. 
Haircut One Hundred & Nick 
Heyward Fan. 

groups in concert; about £75^00 
on records and tapes; £95.00 on a 
Sony Walkman, not to mention 
£16.46 on batteries for the thing!; 
£299.00 on a stack system; also 

Hits magazi 

expenditure in 1983 I'll have to 

Simon le Bon & The Bon-Bons 
fanatic somewhere in the county 

P.S. And did you know the 
biggest waste of money is the 
15*/2p I've spent on posting this 
mind-blowing information to you 
because I doubt if you'll print it!! 

The Loon From The Lagoon. 
Why not? They had Mark 
Ellen, David Hepworth, Ian 
Birch's back and a fleeting 
sidelong glance of 
Kimberley Leston the other 
week. Oh, missed it, did you? 

lust who the hell does Dave 
Rimmer think he is, slagging off 
jazz-funk? He doesn't know the 
slightest thing about it. and so 
when fifty or more kids hang 
around HMV or Ruby Red 
Records sussing out the latest 
imports and this person has the 
nerve to slag off Medium Wave 
Band, of course most of us are 

Maybe he should listen to 
records like: "Planet Rock", 
"E.T.". "Scorpio" or any other 

Karl Marx said "Religion is the 
opium of the masses". Although 
religion retains its place as the 
hard drug of the old, pop music 
has undoubtedly become the 

drug. If Marx were still here in 
today's hi-fi and radio world, he 
might comment "Duran Duran is 
the cannabis of the young". 

The trouble is not with pop 
music itself but with its effect; it 
’ ’ ‘ it reality and stifles 

, _but they squander 
what they do have on records 

’ ’ i desperate 

Grandmaster Flash and then he 

jazz-funk is. 
Could you please tell Jeffrey 

Daniel to come and body-pop 

Sonia Spence. V'fon. 

Q: What has happened to Haircut 

protest songs condei 
system. These group_ 

9i. part of the system. The 

Now come on. Smash Hits\ Since 
April 1st. '82. you've had a large 
enough cash flow to send various 
reporters and photographers to 
no less than twenty concerts in 
London, four in Liverpool, one in 
Birmingham, on ' “ 

Smash Hits Letters 52-55 Carnaby Street London W1V 1PF*£5 record token for the best letter 







THE ALBUM 

Includes The Smash Singh 

'MANEATER' 

and The Current Hit 

'ONEONONE' 

In Your Local Store Now 

Also Available On Cassette 

fe nc/i 





THE STRANGLERS 
ST. AUSTELL 
"Behold, The Stranglers bring you Aural Sculpture!", 

says a voice from nowhere. Enter the Men in Black, and, 
no messing, it's straight into the familiar "Nuclear 
Device". But it sounds toned down. The Stranglers aren't 
nasty, snarling punks anymore. J. J. Burnet, despite the 
inevitable black shirt and strides, and a selection of 
menacing poses, looks about fourteen years old. A faint 
air of boredom has been substituted for the old 
aggression. 

Roars of approval indicate that "Duchesse" and "No 
More Heroes" are what the crowds want to hear. But The 
Stranglers don’t seem very keen on playing them; they 
rush through to get the old songs over with as quickly as 
possible. They linger, however, over many of the tunes 
from "Feline". With the exception of the wistful, 
wonderful, "Midnight Summer Dream", these are rather 
dull. 

It is a good idea to change. After all, Hugh Cornwell 
can't keep on singing, 'There's lots of rats .. . down in 
the sewer", for ever. The Stranglers are in a dilemma — 
are they punks or crooners? I suggest they sharpen their 
songwriting pencils and compose some more like 
"Golden Brown". 

Josephine Hocking 
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ICEHOUSE 

HEY LITTLE GIRL 

O 



FR^E; 

See those seven profoundly pleasing circular items glinting saucily at you from above? 
They, friends, are badges. 

And you, yes you, are going to find one of them (who knows which?) attached to the front cover of 
the next issue of Britain's finest music publication (this one). What will it cost?, we hear you cry. Well, 

give or take a few pence, absolutely nothing. Free, in fact. 
And you think that's all? Wrong! Fact is, that's only the beginning. We'll be telling you how you can 

obtain a full set of eight badges — that's Culture Club, Wham!, U2, Simple Minds, Madness, Spandau 
Ballet, Tears For Fears plus a bonus Smash Hits badge — for zero pence (that's free). 

Then you get a chance to win everything you need to make your own videos; a Sony video camera 
with full recording and playback equipment. 

There’ll be many other prize competitions plus the usual generous helping of hit songwords, colour 
posters and captivating interviews, all spliced together with the wit and elegance you've come to 

expect from Britain's premier pop publication. (Steady on! — Ed.) 

MARCH 3rd 


